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Abstract: Bio-molecular reagents, like antibodies that are required in experimental biology are
expensive and their effectiveness, among other things, is critical to the success of the experiment.
Although such resources are sometimes donated by one investigator to another through personal
communication between the two, there is no previous study to our knowledge on the extent of such
donations, nor a central platform that directs resource seekers to donors. In this paper, we describe,
to our knowledge, a first attempt at building a web-portal titled Antibody Exchange (or more general
‘Bio-Resource Exchange’) that attempts to bridge this gap between resource seekers and donors in the
domain of experimental biology. Users on this portal can request for or donate antibodies, cell-lines,
and DNA Constructs. This resource could also serve as a crowd-sourced database of resources
for experimental biology. Further, we also studied the extent of antibody donations by mining the
acknowledgement sections of scientific articles. Specifically, we extracted the name of the donor,
his/her affiliation, and the name of the antibody for every donation by parsing the acknowledgements
sections of articles. To extract annotations at this level, we adopted two approaches—a rule based
algorithm and a bootstrapped pattern learning algorithm. The algorithms extracted donor names,
affiliations, and antibody names with average accuracies of 57% and 62%, respectively. We also
created a dataset of 50 expert-annotated acknowledgements sections that will serve as a gold standard
dataset to evaluate extraction algorithms in the future.
Data Set: Will be published as a supplement to this paper in the journal Data: http://www.mdpi.
com/2306-5729/2/4/38/s1.
Data Set License: CC-BY-NC-SA
Keywords: data exchange; resource donations; text mining
1. Introduction
Antibodies and other such wet-lab reagents are vital resources in a variety of experiments in
molecular biology. These resources are expensive and their quality is crucial for the success of the
experiment. For those conducting these experiments, it would be extremely valuable when these
reagents become available in spare quantities in one lab, that they are then donated to others when
required. This donation will be even more useful if the donor lab has already tested the quality
of the resource. For example, a research group that studies the protein HMGB1 extensively, might
have a reliable and well-tested antibody for it, and could potentially donate some of it to colleagues
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or collaborators who may need it. Such donations, where possible, could help unfunded junior
investigators to carry out experiments that they otherwise could not afford. Further, such acts of
generosity could spark collaborations between research groups and serve as a means to connect
researchers with similar expertise.
Even in the strongly connected world that we are in today, researchers, unaware of a group that
may have the reagents in close proximity within their organization, typically turn to vendors whose
information is readily available online. Increasingly, there has been a trend towards open resource
sharing. For example, open source software, open data sharing, and open access of manuscript
publishing have become pervasive and have accelerated the advancement of science.
In these open sharing environments, what are the factors that drive people to do social good?
While some individuals have altruistic motives, such as contributing to the advancement of science
and encouraging junior investigators, there are others who build a reputation for being highly visible
donors or build goodwill for future reciprocations. How feasible is it to share material resources among
research groups, given that they cannot be shared simply over the Internet?
In this work, we studied the extent to which researchers share biological reagents, specifically
antibodies, by parsing the acknowledgements sections of papers that are available in PubMed Central.
Encouraged by what we found, we developed a web portal to connect donors with seekers of reagents
to facilitate and promote the sharing of such resources. This portal can serve as a means for people to
find locally available resources for their experiments.
The amount of bio-medically relevant content is increasing at an unprecedented rate; two new
articles are published on PubMed every minute [1]. Therefore, information extraction from text
documents has seen several advancements over the past decade [2–4]. The BioCreative and BioNLP
workshop initiatives were created to evaluate text mining and information extraction approaches.
Tasks ranging from named entity recognition (NER) on genes, drugs, and chemical compounds to
protein-protein interaction extraction from PubMed have been a part of these initiatives [5,6]. Further,
GENIA [7] is a dataset pertinent to text mining of bio literature and has played an important role in
the advancement of Biomedical Natural Language Processing.
Riloff and Jones [8] pioneered an information extraction algorithm that iteratively learns rules for
extracting relevant information and in turn uses the information to learn new rules. This approach
to learning is often referred to as bootstrapping, and is in practice to-date [9–11]. Some of the
biggest and most successful information extraction systems, like Never Ending Language Learner
(NELL) [12], have used bootstrapping effectively even in the biomedical domain [13]. We adopt
this as one of our methods to extract information from literature. The NLP research community has
largely stuck to machine learning approaches for information extraction until very recently when
rule based systems have seen some resurfacing, while the industry has always stuck to the latter [14].
Rule based information extraction systems have the advantage of being interpretable and can be
fine-tuned easily [11]. In this work, we experiment with using a purely hand-engineered rule based
extraction system and compare its performance with bootstrapped pattern learning system. Recently,
bio-literature has been mined to index and curate bioinformatics and biomedical resources [15–17].
Several examples are presented in our prior work [18]. Duck et al. [19] present a literature mining
approach to quantifying the use of resource in computational biology, while de la Calle et al. [17] do
the same for resources in bioinformatics. In contrast, we focus on wet-lab resources. Ozyurt et al. [15]
develop a holistic resource that has software, databases, and tissue banks, but does not contain
antibodies or attempt to understand the phenomenon of bio resource donation in literature.
2. Data Description and Methods
Researchers acknowledge donations from others by thanking them in the acknowledgements
section of their published work. In this particular work, we focused on studying acknowledgements
pertaining to antibody donations. We mined full-text articles from PubMed Central to extract
information at coarse and fine granularities. At the coarse level, we extracted the entire acknowledgement
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section if a case-insensitive search on the entire acknowledgement section contains the word “antibody”
or “antibodies”. Authors, however, tend to acknowledge multiple things in this section such as
manuscript reading, instrument usage, and their funding sources. For example, the acknowledgement
“We thank Peter Merrifield and Stefano Schiaffino for providing antibodies. This work was supported
by grants from the Medical Research Council of Canada. K.E.M.H is a Killam Scholar of the Montreal
Neurological Institute” contains information extraneous to the task that we are focused on. We therefore
had to develop extraction algorithms that can carefully extract out donor names, donor affiliations,
and antibody names from entire acknowledgement sections.
2.1. Data Acquisition
PubMed Central (PMC) provides full-text access to all of its open access papers https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/. As of April 2015, according to our statistics, it consisted of a total of
1,000,148 open access papers. These papers are available for download, free of cost and formatted in
XML. We parsed these to extract the acknowledgements section of every paper and searched for a
reference to an antibody donation within it. Since generating the entire XML parse tree of every paper
was computationally expensive, we ran a shallow parse using regular expressions to parse out just the
acknowledgements section.
A crude extraction approach for this task was done using a case insensitive search for the word
“antibody” and “antibodies” in the acknowledgements section, which returned 6533 instances across
all of the papers in all of the journals. Only a very small fraction of these did not contain a reference
to an antibody donation. For example, the sentence “We’d like to thank Doris Thelian for her expert
advice on antibody cocktails and flow cytometry data analysis” has absolutely no reference to donation
of an antibody.
We then analyzed the extracted paragraphs using information extraction algorithms that we will
describe in detail in the subsequent sections to determine the antibody donor name, affiliation, and the
name of the antibody.
2.2. Rule Based Extraction
Rule based systems can easily exploit the formal and consistent nature of writing in the
acknowledgements section of scientific articles. Rule based information extraction systems that
search key-word context windows have been employed with success in the past. The context in which
a word occurs (i.e.), and the words surrounding it, has been studied extensively [20–23]. We formulate
heuristically determined search rules for information extraction within these word contexts.
We observe that the antibody names were mostly written in “TARGET antibody” form (TARGET
is the name of a protein or other biomolecule that the antibody binds to) (Figure 1), but also occasionally
as “antibody of/to TARGET”; for example: “Dr. Y. Nishiyama is thanked for the antibody to UL7” is
written in passive voice, which would require searching the right context instead. We assert that the
first word within the left context window of the word “antibody” that is not in the English dictionary
or a named entity, is the name of the antibody that was donated. If no such word is found in the left
context, we then proceed to search the right-context. The size of the left and right context windows is
set at four words, which are determined after examining the paragraphs from the high-level extraction
step. Further, we also search the left context window for any tags (primary, secondary, monoclonal,
polyclonal) that may associated with the antibody. While an NER system for antibodies would have
been ideal, biomedical NER systems such as BANNER [24] are incapable of tagging antibodies nor is
there a corpus from which a supervised one can be trained.
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Figure 3. Example extraction rule.
Bootstrapping algorithms learn new patterns and ground-truth iteratively [2,25,26]. The algorithm
constitutes extracting antibody names either from the initial seed or from the patterns learned thus
far, and then updating patterns from the current set of antibody names extracted. We observed
that best performance was achieved after two iterations, whereas more iterations introduced noisy
extraction rules.
Some of the patterns learned by this algorithm starting with 40 antibody names as seeds are:
• the mouse TARGET antibody
• rabbit TARGET antibodies
• TARGET monoclonal antibodies
• TARGET antibody
• antibody to TARGET
2.4. Human Annotations
There is no dataset with ground-truth annotations for evaluating these algorithms. So, we undertook
the collection of human annotations for 50 randomly sampled acknowledgement sections. Biologists
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that are familiar with this domain were asked to manually annotate donor names, his/her affiliation,
the name of the antibody, and any of its attributes. We also asked the annotators to identify other
bio-resources (e.g., cell-lines) that they could find in the acknowledgements and annotate them with
labels describing the resource and the resource name for future work along this line. Further, we also
asked them to annotate people or organizations in the acknowledgements that were not a part of a
donation of a bio-resource for potential application in NER tasks.
Example annotations of sentences describing only antibody donations are shown in Figures 4
and 5, and annotations of sentences that are containing other bio-resources are shown in Figure 6.
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Five biologists participated in the annotation process. Fifty abstracts were annotated overall, of
which 18 were annotated by at least two individuals. Inter-annotator agreement was 75%. We foresee
these annotations being used as ground-truth for other researchers to evaluate their algorithms on the
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3. Results and Discussion
We studied frequent donors (people & organizations), frequently donated antibodies, and donation
trends across journals, and trends over time. These results are presented for both approaches.
3.1. Rule Based Approach
The rule-based approach extracted a total of 7589 antibody donations. The number of extracted
donations exceeds the number of acknowledgement sections because the algorithm is capable of
extracting multiple donations within the same acknowledgement section. Table 1 contains the top five
donor names irrespective of their affiliation.
Table 1. Top donors by name.
Donor Number of Donations
Keith Gull 32




Table 2 contains the top five donor-affiliation pairs.
Our approach suffers from some weaknesses—the NER system tagged “Albert Einstein College
of Medicine” as a person. Also, it is incapable of identifying different ways of writing a donor name
(Keith Gull vs. K. Gull vs. Gull, K) or affiliation (University of Oxford vs. Oxford University).
Table 2. Top donors by donor-affiliation pairs.
Donor Affiliation Number of Donations
Keith Gull University of Oxford 6
Keith Gull Oxford University 5
Gary Ward University of Vermont 4
K. Mackie Indiana University 3
Yoshihiko Funae Oosaka City University 3
Table 3 contains the organizations that donated the most antibodies.
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Table 3. Top donors by organization.
Donor Number of Donations
University of California 24
NIH 19
Rockefeller University 15
Harvard Medical School 15
University of Pennsylvania 12
Table 4 contains the most frequently donated antibodies.
Table 4. Most frequently donated antibodies.






Table 5 contains the journals that had the most references to an antibody donation. Note that these
journals are completely open access, however all their articles are available in the data we processed.
Table 5. Journals with the most donations.






Figure 8 shows a plot of the number of antibody donations extracted papers published during
the years 2000 to 2014. The data the nature of open-access publications and their deposition in
PubMed Central have seen increasing adoption during this period because of which the number of
publications per year grew in PMC, from around 40 thousand in 2000 to about 400,000 thousand in 2014.
To normalize for this effect, we also show ‘donations per 1000 PMC articles’, with a secondary axis on
the right-side of the figure. We counted multiple donations that were mentioned in the same paper
(of different antibodies or by different donors) as distinct entities; however, these are rare occasions
and would not significantly alter normalized values. We can see that the donations themselves, or the
practice of acknowledgement in the manuscripts, have increased over the years 2000–2014.
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tt r learning algorithm extracted a total of 7864 antibody donations. Table 6
contains the top five donors independent of their affiliation.
Donor Number of Donations
Keith Gull 24




fi r- ffiliation pairs.
Table 7. Top donors by donor-affiliation pair.
Donor Affiliation Number of Donations
Dr. Charles Rice Rockefeller University 9
Steven S. Gross Weill Medical College 8
Harold Gainer NIH 7
Keith Gull University of Oxford 7
Gary Ward University of Vermont 6
Table 8 contains the organizations that donated the most antibodies.
Table 8. Top donors by organization.
Donor Number of Donations
NIH 23
Harvard Medical School 22
Rockefeller University 21
University of California 20
University of Pennsylvania 20
Table 9 below contains the antibody names that were donated the most frequently.
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Table 9. Most frequently donated antibodies.






Table 10 contains the journals that had the most references to an antibody donation.
Table 10. Most frequently donated antibodies.






The plot showing the temporal donation trend for this approach was identical to the previous
approach and is therefore not included in this section.
4. Extraction Evaluation
Evaluation
We evaluated the performance of our algorithms, by comparing them to any of the human labeled
annotations. We report the accuracies in Table 11. It is evident that we are able to extract characteristics
about an antibody using both our proposed approaches. The bootstrapped pattern learning algorithm
achieves a better performance than the simple rule-based approach at extracting donor and antibody
names but does not do as well with extracting affiliations.
Table 11. Extraction results.
Approach
Accuracy
Donor Affiliation Antibody Name Mean
Rule Based 50% 70% 50% 57%
Bootstrapped Pattern Learning 57% 66% 64% 62%
5. Bio-Resource Exchange Web Portal
We developed a resource-sharing web-portal, called Bio-Resource Exchange (BRX) available at
http://tonks.dbmi.pitt.edu/brx. It is built modularly, with the ability to be a generic resource-sharing
platform. It allows for users to make requests for or donate resources via a simple customizable form
for each resource. At present, resources on BRX include antibodies, DNA constructs, and cell-lines.
The moment that a form is filled in by a user, it appears on a bulletin board (analogous to a news feed
on social networking websites) that is visible to all of the other users in the system (Figure 9). A user’s
news feed may be filtered based on the type of research he/she is looking for. It allows users to search
for specific information, for example, particular antibodies or cell-lines, or posts by specific individuals.
BRX also allows users to comment on posts and also puts them in touch with the author via email.
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BRX was developed using the Django web framework with a MySQL backend database. Separate
tables were created for each resource type to allow for each of them to have different attributes using
Django’s ORM (Object-relation Mapping). Foreign keys to this table were made to store comments
and email correspondences. The rest of the backend elements are designed to make the addition of a
new resource extremely simple. Third-party authentication elements on BRX were built using an open
source Oauth2 library (https://github.com/omab/python-social-auth). For University of Pittsburgh
users exclusively, we used LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) authentication to let users
sign in with their university email accounts. Front-end elements were built using twitter-bootstrap,
Vanilla JavaScript, and jQuery. In the future, the front-end could include leaderboards of universities,
organizations, and people who have donated the most resources to promote healthy competition.
The results from mining literature have not been incorporated into the website, because the
posts are tied to individual profiles, i.e., of donors and seekers. Unless a user registers and posts the
information that they are seeking/donating antibodies or other resources, it does not appear on the
web portal.
6. Conclusions
We carried out text-mining over acknowledgement sections of open-access articles to study
the extent of antibody donations reported so far. We first created a dataset of 50 expert-annotated
acknowledgements sections that will be useful for algorithm development and evaluation purposes
in studying such donations. Using NLP techniques, we extracted the name of the donor, his/her
affiliation, and the name of the antibody for every donation by parsing the sentences by adopting two
approaches—a rule based algorithm and a bootstrapped pattern learning algorithm, and achieved
average accuracies of 57% and 62%, respectively.
We also developed a web-portal, Bio-Resource Exchange, which attempts to connect biologists
seeking antibodies, cell-lines, or DNA-constructs to potential donors. We expect that it would bridge a
gap between resource seekers and donors in the domain of experimental biology. Users on this portal
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can post information that they are either seeking a specific antibody, cell-line, or DNA construct, or that
they are in a position to donate them. It allows for other registered users to comment on such posts.
Thus, this resource could grow into a crowd-sourced database of resources for experimental biology.
7. Limitations
A significant limitation of this work is that the text-mining methods that were adopted were
extremely simple and involved the use of several heuristics owing to limited data and the absence of a
labeled corpus for such a task. There exist no corpora from which named entity taggers can be learned
to recognized antibody names in a supervised manner, and therefore more contemporary methods,
such as CRFs [27] or neural methods [28], could not be adopted. While integrating results from
text-mining is trivial from an implementation perspective, some thought has to be put into curating the
data that goes onto the web page. For example, attributing an antibody with an incorrect donor could
lead to problems when contacting him/her. Further, we found it difficult to get biologists to annotate a
large collection of our dataset and so had to distribute our data across many of them, thereby inducing
a minimal amount of noise in the annotations. Soft matching constraints when evaluating our models
could provide deeper insights into the model’s strengths and weaknesses. At present, the XML dataset
does not contain the character offsets of each annotation within the paragraph—this is an extension
that we foresee adding in future releases of this dataset.
Supplementary Materials: Supplementary materials can be found at http://www.mdpi.com/2306-5729/2/4/
38/s1.
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